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ABSTRACT 

 
This paper presents a novel safe and initiation controlled 

integrated chip based on MEMS metal bridge in a micro-

fuze for military purpose. The proposed chip is made of: 
(1)one arming function and (2) one sterilization function. 

The arming function keeps the fuze in safe state normally 

and to be armed when the fuze is respect. For that, a short 

circuit to the electrical ground is melted when the igniting 

circuit connected to the power supply and the igniting 

capacitance is to be charged. If the fuze is not working 

properly, the igniter can be sterilized meaning that the 

system’s ignition capability is definitively removed. All 

these functions are working properly with two kinds of 

micro switches based on MEMS metal bridge: one short 

circuit and one ETBS. Due to the application requirements 
(the fuze is used once after a long storage, all components 

must have a high level of safety and reliability and the 

power consumption must be minimized), In this paper, we 

present a novel integrated chip of safe and initiation control 

based on MEMS metal bridge. Through simulation and 

preproduction, good performance in safe, action time and 

power consumption were founded. The safe and initiation 

controlled integrated chip could be manufactured easily in 

great amount and can also be applied in some fields of 

high-energy control. If necessary the chip can be integrated 

with control circuits in future. 
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1 INTRODUCTION  
 

The fuzes are widely used in missiles, rockets, warhead 

that can efficiently takes benefit from MEMS 

technologies[1]. Fuzes currently used in missiles have to 

fulfill safe, arm and fire requirements typically, to prevent 

undesirable ignition and triggering the pyrotechnical 

reaction. In addition, a slider that mechanically interrupt the 

ignition train must be added to prevent the warhead 

action[2]. Conventional fuzes, constructed using existing 

technology, are typically of the size of a person’s fist and 
are relatively heavy. With MEMS technologies, most of 

fuze functions like electronic functions, sensors and 

mechanical actuators can be fabricated on the same chip, 

thus enabling to realize micro fuze in a few cm3. Quite a 

few teams have already proposed and patented MEMS 

based fuze device [3,4]. They mainly focused on 

mechanical safe and arm devices. These approaches present 

two important technical challenges: first, obtain in a few 

mm3 as sufficient amount of work to actuate on a few mm 

on a relatively heavy mechanical part. Secondly, the 
sticking of the moving pieces is a hard technical problem 

especially when devices have been stored for years.  

In this paper, we present a novel integrated chip of safe 

and initiation control based on igniters avoiding these 

difficulties. MEMS igniters have recently seen their field of 

application extended to military. This is mainly due to the 

fact that MEMS technologies present a great potential to 

reduce the mass, cost, power consumption of the igniters, 

while improving the reliability, performance and smartness. 

MEMS igniters can also be used in some safe applications, 

in which the igniters can be used as short circuit or the core 
of the safe device. This chip is used to control fuze safe in 

normal state or to ensure that the fuze can be sterilized in 

abnormal state. It includes two kinds of devices basically as 

illustrated in Figure 1: 

1. One electrically operated MEMS metal bridge used 

as short circuit. 

2. One electrical thermal blowout switch (the ETBS) 

used as actuator for sterilization function. 

ETBS

Metal 
bridge

 

Figure 1: The Schematic of the novel safe and initiation 
controlled integrated chip. 

 

2 DESIGN AND SIMULATION 
 

The fuze is kept in a safe mode, two electrical pads of 

the ignition capacitance are connected to the electrical 

ground, until the fuze system is ready to be fired. 

Consequently, the system has to be armed just before firing 

thanks to the melting of short circuit when the ignition 

system connecting power supply. Furthermore, the 
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definitive annihilation of the ignition capability is possible 
thanks to the electrical thermal blowout switch (the ETBS). 

The chip consists of: 

1. One metal bridge: we opted for a metal bridge as a 

short circuit that converts electrical energy into heat energy 

to initiate itself. In safe and un-armed mode, the two pads 

of the ignition capacitance are connected to the ground. 

2. One arming function. It permits the ignition 

capacitance to be armed, ready to fire, only if the ignition 

conditions are respect. When the  ignition capacitance is 

armed, the short circuit is melted and the ignition 

capacitance is charged. 
3. One sterilization function. If needed, the igniter can 

be definitely disconnected from the power supply and its 

ignition capability can be irreversibly removed. 

Figure 2 illustrates the different operation modes. Figure 

3 shows the schematic of the ignition circuit with this novel 

safe and initiation controlled integrated chip. 

AC

InitiatorPower supply ETBS

(a) (b)
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Short circuit

(c)
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Figure 2: The Schematic of the action logic of the chip. 
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Figure 3: the schematic of the ignition circuit with the chip. 

 

3 DESIGN AND FABRICATION  
 

The MEMS integrated chip of safe and initiation control 

is composed by a metal bridge and an ETBS. The chip is 

processed on a silicon substrate through oxidation, 

photolithography, sputtering, and wet etching. The chip has 

two working states, safe and initiation. Normally the ETBS 

on the chip is closed as a part of ignition circuit. And the 

system is in safe mode. After the arm signal passes the 

heating resistance of ETBS, the temperature of resistance 
increases rapidly until it is above the melt point of the metal 

line. The metal line will be mechanically broken. The 

ETBS changes open and the ignition capacitor connected 
into circuit. Ignition system is armed. When the ignition 

signal arrives, the metal bridge works and detonates 

explosives then ignition system works. 

Based on the different shapes, materials and resistances, 

there are differences in the performance of ETBS and metal 

bridge. We have been using COMSOL Multiphysics to do 

some simulations on the characteristic of the chip with 

various parameters[5]. Poly-silicon and titanium are chosen 

as key materials. At the same time, the different shapes of 

devices on the chip are considered. Simulation model and 

the results are shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5.The 
simulation results show that ETBS could achieve the 

required operating temperature in 2ms under 5V voltage 

and the SCB can explode within 40μs, which has a good 

high dynamic performance. Part performances of them are 

illustrated in Figure 6 and Figure 7. 

      
a. 

 
b. 

Figure 4: Simulation result of ETBS with different resistor 

shapes. 
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Figure 5:Simulation result of the short circuit. 

 

Figure 6: Different widthes, different voltage characteristics 
of the short circuit. 

 

Figure 7: Relationship between steady-state temperature 
and electric conductivity of the ETBS. 

The chip was fabricated with MEMS Planar process. 

The process of fabrication is illustrated in Figure8. At first 

we chose poly-silicon as the key material of the MEMS 
igniter. At Low doping concentration, the ETBS with poly-

silicon resistor had bad performance. But it will increase 

the difficulty and cost of processing if a great concentration 

is to be chosen. Finally titanium and aluminium were used 

to fabricate the chip. A 0.7μm thick titanium layer is 

deposited by magnetron sputtering and patterned using 

photolithography and removed in a HF bath everywhere 
except on the heater resistance. 

After resistance formation, a 0.7μm thick oxide layer is 

deposited by LPCVD. The next step consists of making the 

metal layer of ON-OFF switch and the short circuit. A 

0.7μm thick layer of aluminum is evaporated. The thin 

aluminum layer makes it possible to reduce the volume of 

aluminum to be melted. In order to ensure the release of 

aluminum vapor, holes need to be created above the oxide 

layer which covers the aluminum. 

Thermal oxidation

SiO2Si(100P)
Heating 

resistance

CVD and Ion implantation or Sputtering

Lithography

CVD 
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Substrate preparation

 

Figure 8: Process of the chip. 

    
a. 

 
b. 

Figure 9: Samples of  the chip with two different ON-OFF 

switches. 
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4 RESULTS  
 

Through simulation and fabrication, some performances 

of these two devices can be obtained., As a novel safe and 

initiation controlled system, after the fabrication, a system 

level test with the control circuit had been done. The 

schematic of test circuit is shown in Figure 10.  
Short circuit SCBPulse source MCRTime delay Logic control ETBS 

 

Figure 10: The schematic of test circuit 

The test results are shown in Figure 11. After the test, 

the short circuit and the ETBS are all active. And through 

the waveforms, we can find that the functions of the chip 
are well achieved. Those results show this chip can achieve 

the safe demand of fuze.  

     

  

Figure 11 the test results of the chip 

5 CONCLUSION  
 

In this paper a novel safe and initiation controlled 

integrated chip based on MEMS metal bridge  is proposed 

and two safe devices are presented. The micro igniter is 
kept in a safe mode by connecting the two electrical pads of 

the ignition capacitance to the ground until the system is 

ready to be fired. Consequently, the system has to be armed 

just before firing thanks to the short circuit. Thanks to this 

architecture and to the MEMS technology, we have a 

system capable of igniting charges in a secure, safe, reliable 

way. The architecture, design, fabrication process and 
testing of each part of the device have been presented. 

100% of the short circuits from short to open with the 

line width below 50μm (11V, 10uf, 73us). The active time 

of the fuse can be decreased with explore voltage, and 

increased with fuse width. 

The ETBS of box-shaped resistor can destroy metallic 

line batter. With the same heat resistance, the ETBS of a 

more focused heating area have better heating effect.  

This chip can achieve the functions: (1) it can keep the 

fuze safe normally; (2)it can let the fuze arm when the short 

circuit is melted; (3)the fuze can lost the ignition ability 
only when the ETBS active. 

The other devices with low resistivity are in process, 

there will be prefect performances. 
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